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CUISINE

While the monsoon brings relief from the arduous Indian 
summer, it also ignites food cravings which are satisfi ed in 
distinct ways in different regions across the country. 
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Monsoondelights

Clockwise from 
left: Assorted 
pakoras from Jhaal 
Farezi, Kolkata 
are universal 
favourites, 
especially at 
this time of the 
year; Medu Vada, 
a much-loved 
deep-fried dish 
from Svasara 
Resorts, Tadoba; 
Chicken Kathi roll 
from Jhaal Farezi, 
Kolkata; Keerai 
vada, made with 
spinach, can make 
an interesting 
combination with 
pineapple rasam 
from Bay View at 
Vivanta by Taj-
Fisherman’s Cove, 
Chennai.
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Left: Chanachur (also known as Bombay mix) from Jhaal Farezi, Kolkata, 
is a popular spicy snack that can satisfy those rainy-afternoon, post-
lunch food cravings.

Above: Fried fi sh, like this spiced Nethli (anchovies) from Bay View at 
Vivanta by Taj-Fisherman’s Cove, Chennai, makes for a mouth-watering 
delicacy during the monsoon. 

Cuisine

There is something about the monsoons that makes 
fried food irresistible – could be that the wet and 
cold weather can only be combated with something 
hot and crunchy. Or maybe it follows some gustatory 
logic that after you have survived the summer on 
light food, some heavy snacking is in order.

FRIED AND TESTED
No reason why these two can’t be enjoyed any other 
time of the year but when it rains in Bengal, khichuri 
(kedgeree) and fried fi sh are a must. The pairing of 
fried food and rains is not a Bengali fi xation. As you 
may be aware, it is a pan-Indian obsession.

Take chai and pakoras, for instance. They maybe 
fi ddly to prepare but few joys can compare to that 
of chomping on hot pakoras accompanied by a glass 
of steaming hot masala chai on a rainy day. It comes 
very close to bliss, especially in cities in the north of 

“Brishti manei khichuri aar maach bhaja!” 
(Rain means kedgeree and fried fi sh)

the country where summers are hot and seemingly endless while 
the monsoon showers are short and moody.

Just as the East has its fried fi sh, the North and the West their 
pakoras, South India offers us fried spicy Nethli (anchovies) and 
vadai (vada) for the inhabitants’ monsoon fi x. “Crisp and spicy, 
this dish will appeal to non-vegetarians just as keerai (amaranth) 
vada would to those partial to vegetarian food. Both dishes are 
made keeping in mind the wet season,” explains Ganesh Kumar, 
Chef-In-Charge, Vivanta by Taj Fisherman’s Cove in Chennai.
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Left: When it’s pouring outside, who can resist perfectly fried potato chips with ketchup, from Jhaal Farezi, Kolkata.

Right: Jhaal Moori, made with puffed rice and mustard oil, is as popular on the streets of Kolkata as the bhelpuri is in Mumbai.

SATISFYING THE SENSES
When it comes to monsoon food, it’s not just about the food 
but also the setting. As chef Sumanta Chakrabarti, Corporate 
Chef, Ambuja Neotia, points out, “The intoxicating smell of 
wet earth and the falling raindrops make for a perfect setting 
when you sit down to savour a plate of khichuri with fried fi sh. 
Or when you decide to unwind after a hectic working day at an 
adda in a public place with hot readymade Nimbu chai (Black 
tea) with chine badam (Chinese almond), jhaal muri (snack 
made with puffed rice), telebhaja (fried snack), pantharas 
(minced meat snack), fried banana chillies and chops.” 

While options are abound for vegetarians and non-vegetarians, 
there is only so much of fried fare that can be digested. Plus 
there is another consideration to be made – availability of 
ingredients. Eating fresh seasonal food is advisable but there are 
some off-season treats that help break the monotony and prove 

useful when the roads are waterlogged and the local grocer 
inaccessible. They include sun-dried lotus stem vadam (vada), 
vathal (sun-dried vegetables) , kothavarnga vathal ( sun-dried 
and fried cluster beans), more molagai (sun-dried chillies soaked 
in buttermilk), etc.

“As these are dried items, they can be stored for years without 
getting spoiled. Some of these can be had as snacks or with 
hot rice and rasam. Keep these dried foods in the cupboard and 
you don’t have to go the market in the rain!” advises Chef VK 
Chandrassekaran, Executive Chef, Vivanta by Taj Connemara. 

SPICY TREATS
Smitten by the Indian monsoon, even the English, when they 
were here, devised dishes especially for the season - dishes 
that survive to this day. “Pantharas are an Anglo-Indian treat 
from the houses of Bow Barracks: deep-fried meat or vegetable 
mixture stuffed in pancakes and served with a spicy dip,” says 
Chef Sumanta. 
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The move to a ‘progressive’ style of dining is infl uenced by the customers’ 
need to make the dining experience more informal and ‘family’-style.
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The other relics from the times of the Raj are mutton chops 
or potato chops, which are neither individual pieces of meat 
nor bushy sideburns! Chef Sumanta says, “They are cutlets 
made of a mashed potato casing that is stuffed with minced 
meat, chopped onions, chillies and other spices. They are then 
‘dry-fried’ with a coating of bread crumbs or biscuit crumbs to 
give an even golden-brown colour to the outer casing.” Now if 
it sounds as if the only fare available during the wet season is 
fried or dried, you need not despair. There are fresh and lighter 
items that are also popular during the season. 

Podi idli or steamed lentil and rice cake tossed with gunpowder 
is one such invention. “The intensity of this condiment’s 
spiciness can range from almost no spice at all to extremely 
spicy. This innovative idea creates a barrage of fl avours and 
also has medicinal value. Parents use this method for satisfying 

Left: A variety of 
spices are coarsely 
ground and mixed with 
generous dollops of oil 
or ghee to make Podi 
Idli at The Raintree 
at Vivanta by Taj - 
Connemara, Chennai.

Below: Tandoori 
Jodhpur Chilly from 
Jhaal Farezi, Kolkata

Cuisine
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Clockwise from left: Like the chefs at Svasara Resorts, Tadoba, prepare this 
fi ery thecha (green chilly and garlic chutney) to perk up a simple meal on 
a cloudy day; The tamarind and lentil rasam as prepared at The Raintree at 
Vivanta by Taj - Connemara, Chennai is not only healthful but also yummy; 
Ghugni Moori, made with yellow peas, is a common evening snack in most 
Bengali homes. 
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children who crave 
‘podi’ but cannot 
handle the intense 
fl avour. It is easy to 
cook during rainy 
months,” explains 
Chef Chandrassekaran. 
His preparation of 
chicken in black pepper 
masala and Paruppu 
urandai Kozhambu 
(lentil dumplings in 
spiced curry) has been 
designed to suit the 
rainy weather. Not only 
are these dishes spiced 
to perfection, they are 
easier on the digestive 
system as well. 

MONSOON PROVIDENCE 
Monsoon maybe the season when one is tempted to indulge, 
but it is also the season when stomach bugs claim the most 
victims, so caution is obviously advised. In some cultures a 
certain medicinal diet is followed during the monsoons. In 
Kerala, for example, Marunnu Kanji/Karkidaka Kanji, a medicinal 
rice soup is traditionally consumed to ward off any fevers that 
may ail you during the rainy season. Choosing seasonal and 
locally available ingredients and preparing sauces at home is one 
way to avoid getting sick. Ingredients that boost immunity and 
aid digestion- turmeric, garlic, chillies, pepper- should feature 
more prominently in what is prepared in your kitchens. 

A good idea maybe to include hot soups in the diet, something 
traditional like hot rasam is not only delicious but does your 
system quite a few favours. “It has got medicinal ingredients 
such has cumin, peppercorns, coriander leaves and fenugreek 
which cure the cold that people normally suffer from in 
monsoon. Hence, rasam with hot rice and vadams is best-suited 
for the monsoons,” says Chef Chandrassekaran. Rasam can be 
eclectic too, since there are varieties to choose from as Chef 
Ganesh Kumar elucidates. “The refreshing fl avour of pineapple 
would be very soothing to the taste buds. Other variations of 
rasam would fi t in well too, like those fl avoured with pepper or 
lemongrass.”

It may seem that the monsoon does give you the licence to 
humour your taste buds after a long harsh summer. But what 
maybe a good advice to keep in mind, as Ayurveda reminds us, 
is that all food is, in a way, medicine and to stay healthy, you 
must watch what you eat.


